
At our last meeting there were mare questions asked than in any class
would be

that we have had thus far. ?I..believe that the reason for this ,( that it was immediately

apparent how vital the matters that we were discussing are in relation to the attitude

of the Christian Church toward the Bible. A number of the questions asked about

the matters of fact that have beenfully dealt with during the precious two or three
in those lectures

sessions. I had laid the foundation of the facts at those meet1ngsor the conclusions

we are now preparing to draw. People who had not seen the bearing of those
them when

facts had not altogether sensed/and now/we reach the point where those facts

became vital significances, they ask questions about them.

There are many 4' wa of presenting material. Sometimes it is good to
to

give concluszdons and try to make the entire bearing clear and then/present"
xthe In

the facts on which this is based. cases it is good to present

ez the facts and lead up to the conclusions that naturally flow from the events.

Certain types of mind find it easier to follow through one type of approach, while

other types of mind prefer the other type of approach. Since people differ in

this way, sometimes I use one approach and,,r8r times the other. However,

I always -o-- try to make it clear in my outline and in my presentation which approach

I am using.

There were a number of other questions which starting with the material

that we now presenting, went on to ask about the related matters that are

of great significance, but that will naturally come in the outline a little further

on. I thought that most of these questions would have been last session

we did not get to them. However, I was glad to have these questions raised.
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They show that the people who raisthem were actively thinking about the matters
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